A critical review of the mechanical properties of CoCrNi-based medium-entropy alloys
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Abstract

The CoCrFeMnNi alloy is one of the most notable first-generation high-entropy alloys and is also known as a Cantor alloy. This alloy was first proposed in 2004 and shows promising performance at cryogenic temperatures (CTs). Subsequent research has indicated that the equiatomic ternary CoCrNi medium-entropy alloy (MEA), as a subset of the Cantor alloy family, has better mechanical properties than the CoCrFeMnNi alloy. Interestingly, both the strength and ductility of the CoCrNi MEA are higher at CTs than at room temperature. CoCrNi-based alloys have attracted considerable attention in the metallic materials community and it is therefore important to generalize and summarize the latest progress in CoCrNi-based MEA research. The present review initially briefly introduces the discovery of the CoCrNi MEA. Subsequently, its tensile response and deformation mechanisms are summarized. In particular, the effects of parameters, such as critical resolved shear stress, stacking fault energy and short-range ordering, on the deformation behavior are discussed in detail. The methods for strengthening the CoCrNi MEA are then reviewed and divided into two categories, namely, modifying microstructures and adjusting chemical compositions. In addition, the mechanical performance of CoCrNi-based MEAs, including their dynamic shear properties, creep behavior and fracture toughness, is also deliberated. Finally, the development prospects of CoCrNi-based MEAs are proposed.
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INTRODUCTION

The traditional alloy design strategy takes one element as the principal constituent and adds other minor elements to optimize the properties. However, the development of conventional alloys is approaching its limits. Since Cantor et al. [1] and Yeh et al. [2] proposed the concept of high-entropy alloys (HEAs) in 2004, this new alloy design strategy has attracted extensive attention. This strategy theoretically provides almost limitless possibilities for the design of the composition and optimization of alloy properties. HEAs are known to exhibit superior physical, chemical and mechanical properties compared to conventional alloys, including excellent thermal stability, radiation resistance, corrosion resistance and ultrahigh fracture toughness [3-8].

Discovery of CoCrNi alloy

Over a development process of nearly 20 years, several typical HEA systems have been developed and studied in detail. One of the most classic HEAs is CoCrFeMnNi with a single-phase face-centered cubic (FCC) structure. This alloy displays an excellent fracture toughness in cryogenic temperature (CT) tensile tests, which exceeds 200 MPa·m$^{1/2}$ for crack initiation and rises to > 300 MPa·m$^{1/2}$ for stable crack growth. The toughness levels of the alloy are comparable to those of the best cryogenic steels [6].

However, Otto et al. [9] found that most of the HEAs discussed in the literature actually appear to be multiphase alloys [10-19] and their configurational entropies should be low rather than high. Only a few multi-element equiatomic alloys are truly single-phase solid solutions. Therefore, the number of alloy components is not the most important factor and the chemical nature of the components should also be studied critically.

Wu et al. [20] investigated the lower-order systems of the CoCrFeMnNi alloy that formed solid solution alloys consisting of a single FCC phase. Using X-ray diffraction and scanning electron microscopy, it was found that three of the five possible quaternaries (CoCrFeNi, CoFeMnNi and CoCrMnNi), five of the ten possible ternaries (CoFeNi, CrFeNi, FeMnNi, CoCrNi and CoMnNi) and two of the possible ten binaries (FeNi and CoNi) were single FCC structures. An investigation of the microhardness evolution as a function of heat treatment temperature after cold rolling was also performed [Figure 1]. The ternary alloy CoCrNi was harder than the other alloys, suggesting that the number of elements cannot solely determine the solid solution hardening phenomenon in multi-component alloys.

In another work, Wu et al. [21] investigated the effect of temperature on the tensile properties in the temperature range of 77-673 K [Figures 2 and 3], wherein all the alloys were subsets of the CoCrFeMnNi HEAs.

From Figures 2 and 3, it can be found that CoCrNi exhibits the highest YS and extent of work hardening at 77-673 K, indicating that the nature of the component elements must be considered when designing alloys.

The CoCrNi alloy is particularly noteworthy given its excellent performance and has been the subject of many studies. In the next section, we briefly explain the development of the CoCrNi MEA.
Development of CoCrNi alloy

CoCrNi has been extensively studied since 2014. From 2014 to 2017, the focus was mainly on the equiatomic ternary alloy. Initially, the ternary phase diagram, atomic diffusion behavior and quantum critical behavior of the CoCrNi alloy were studied\(^{22-26}\). The deformation mechanisms at room temperature (RT) and CTs were revealed\(^{27-30}\) and the mechanism of radiation damage reduction was proposed\(^{31}\). Laplanche et al.\(^{32}\) explored the reasons for the superior properties of the CoCrNi alloy compared to the CoCrFeMnNi alloy. Research into the short-range order (SRO) of CoCrNi was reported as early as 2017\(^{33}\) and it showed that it can play a vital role in lowering the electrical and thermal conductivities in the alloy. Since 2018, the number of reports on the CoCrNi alloy has increased dramatically. The understanding of various aspects of the alloy has been gradually deepened, including lattice distortion (LD)\(^{34-36}\), stacking fault energy (SFE)\(^{37-40}\), and the critical shear stress of dislocations and twins\(^{41}\). The dislocation, twinning, phase transformation and even texture during deformation have been systematically studied\(^{42-47}\). In overcoming the trade-off between strength and ductility, various factors, including grain refinement\(^{48,49}\), heterogeneous structure\(^{50,51}\) and alloying\(^{52-61}\), have been studied. In addition to their RT and CT properties, their high temperature creep\(^{62}\) and oxidation resistance\(^{63}\) has also been explored. In addition to quasi-static tensile tests, dynamic shear\(^{64}\) and impact\(^{65}\) experiments have also been performed.

**TENSILE RESPONSE AND TEXTURAL EVOLUTION**

**Tensile response**

Figure 4 shows the tensile response of the CoCrNi alloy under tensile testing at RT and CTs. The alloy showed a superior strength and ductility at CTs than at RT. At all strain levels, the strain hardening rate in cryogenic conditions was higher than at RT\(^{24}\).
Figure 2. Temperature dependence of (A) yield stress (YS), (B) ultimate tensile stress (UTS) and (C) uniform elongation to fracture for equiatomic alloys and Ni.[21]

Figure 3. Effect of temperature on extent of work hardening (UTS-YS) for equiatomic alloys and Ni.[21]
The excellent mechanical properties of the CoCrNi alloy are strongly dependent on the orientation. The uniaxial tensile responses of three orientations ([111], [110] and [123]) were investigated [Figure 5]. At the early stage of deformation, the single slip dominated in the [123] orientation. Subsequently, multiple slip and nano-twinning were prominent in the [111] orientation. Nano-twinning prevailed as early as 4% strain along the [110] orientation.

Factors affecting tensile response

Critical resolved shear stress
Abuzaid et al. quantitatively measured the critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) for the slip of the equiatomic CoCrNi alloy at RT and CTs. The slip CRSS is temperature dependent. As the temperature decreases, the slip CRSS increases. It was found to be 78 MPa at 298 K and between 140 and 160 MPa at 77 K.

The twinning CRSS of CoCrNi calculated by Huang et al. was 291 MPa. Therefore, the dislocation slip was easier to be activated at the onset of yielding and at low levels of deformation. However, the temperature dependence of the twinning CRSS was observed to be almost negligible. Twin nucleation occurs once the stress reached the twinning CRSS. Therefore, twins were more likely to nucleate at CTs due to the higher slip stress close to the corresponding twinning stress. As widely acknowledged, the twin boundaries play dual roles, namely, increasing the strain hardening rate, as well as promoting uniform deformation and delaying the occurrence of necking. This is one of the important reasons for the excellent performance of this alloy at CTs.

Huang et al. proposed that a strong correlation exists between the twinning CRSS and the mechanical strength and ductility in CoCrNi-based MEAs. The calculated twinning CRSSs of CoCrNi, CoCrFeNi, CoCrMnNi and CoCrFeMnNi were found to be 291, 274, 277 and 236 MPa, respectively. It was observed that a larger CRSS corresponded to a higher strength and ductility.
Figure 5. (A) True stress-strain response in CoCrNi single crystal samples oriented along the [110], [111] and [123] orientations deformed to failure under uniaxial tensile loading. Evolution of strain hardening rate as a function of true strain in the (B) [110], (C) [111] and (D) [123] orientations.

Stacking fault energy
The SFE is defined as the energy per fault area by dissociating a perfect dislocation into the Shockley partial dislocations and is considered as a surface tension pulling the partials. It is one of the most important parameters to determine the deformation microstructural schemes among the slip, twinning and/or phase transformation. It is affected by the temperature and chemical composition:

(1) Temperature: In the case of the CoCrNi alloy, the experimental measurement of SFE at RT yielded a value of 22 mJ·m⁻². Many density functional theory calculations have shown that the SFE of the alloy at 0 K is negative and it decreases with decreasing temperature. A low SFE is conducive to the formation of twins and phase transformation, thereby enhancing the properties of the alloy.
(2) Chemical composition: In a previous study, CoCrNi and CoCrFeMnNi were processed similarly and exhibited nearly random textures and almost the same grain sizes\cite{32}. It was found that the separation between the Shockley partials in CoCrNi was wider than in CoCrFeMnNi. This proved that the former had a lower SFE. Due to the lower SFE, nano-twinning was activated in CoCrNi at true strain between 4.0% and 6.7% at 77 K and between 9.7% and 12.9% at 293 K, which was earlier than that of the CoCrFeMnNi alloy. Thus, the CoCrNi alloy exhibited superior properties than that of the CoCrFeMnNi alloy, which can be attributed to the lower SFE. It made the nano-twinning appear earlier and played a dominant role in a larger range.

Zhang et al.\cite{70} used first-principles calculations to analyze the changes in the SFE by varying the content of Co and Cr in the CoCrFeMnNi alloy. It was observed that the SFE decreased with an increase in the contents of Co and Cr. In the CoCrNi alloy, there have been a few reports regarding changing the SFE by changing the alloy composition\cite{46,71,72}.

Deng et al.\cite{46} developed Co$_x$(CrNi)$_{100-x}$ [$x = 33$ (Co33), 40 (Co40) or 50 (Co50) at.%] alloys and found that as the Co content increased, the proportion of twin boundaries increased and the average grain size decreased. The study proved that Co effectively reduced the SFE of the CoCrNi alloy.

Subsequently, CoCr$_x$Ni alloys have also been systematically investigated\cite{72}. The strength and ductility of the alloys were improved simultaneously with an increase in the Cr content. Compared with the CoNi alloy, the CoCrNi MEA offered a lower SFE. Deformation twins were significantly thinner. The dislocation pattern was transformed from the dislocation cells to slip bands. The Co-Cr-Ni ternary phase diagram\cite{22,23} suggests that the $\sigma$ phase precipitated with increasing Cr content. Thus, the effect of adding Cr on the SFE could be more complicated.

**Short-range order**

Tailoring the local chemical order affects defects, including vacancies, interstitials, twin boundaries and stacking faults, and therefore influences the macroscopic mechanical properties of an alloy\cite{37}. These defects not only affect the strength, ductility and toughness but also modulate the resistance to high-temperature creep and even irradiation damage\cite{31,73,74}. It is therefore essential to consider the effect of local chemical order in studies of the structure-property relationships of HEAs.

The Cr in the CoCrNi alloy tends to bond with Ni and Co and form SRO. This SRO can contribute to low electrical and thermal conductivities\cite{33}. Increasing the amounts of such order leads to an increase in the SFE and hardness. Moreover, high-temperature aging can lead to the formation of appreciable SRO in the CoCrNi alloy\cite{75}.

Ding et al.\cite{37} studied the nature of local chemical order and established a relationship with SFE. The average SFE of the CoCrNi MEA varied remarkably with an increase in the chemical SRO [Figure 6]. They revealed four important characteristics of SFE in the CoCrNi alloy from calculations and analysis:

1. The average SFE was highly tunable by tailoring the local chemical ordering;
2. The low SFE of the CoCrNi MEA promoted the formation of deformation twins;
3. The tunable SFE affected the deformation-induced phase transformation from FCC to the hexagonal-closed-packed (HCP) phase;
4. The SFE exhibited a large distribution in values that would be realized in an alloy, where the state of the local chemical order varies heterogeneously throughout the sample.
Figure 6. SFE correlates strongly with local chemical ordering. (A) Distribution of intrinsic SFE, $\gamma_{isf}$, for the CoCrNi alloy in four specific states, which span from a random solid solution to the highest degree of chemical ordering extracted from Monte Carlo simulations. Average SFEs, (B)$\gamma_{isf}$ and (C)$\gamma_{esf}$ among the four groups are plotted vs. $\Delta\delta_{sum}$ for the first, second and third nearest neighbor shells\(^{[37]}\). SFE: Stacking fault energy.

In contrast, Yin et al.\(^{[76]}\) showed that standard spin-polarized density functional theory calculations of misfit volumes were not accurate for the CoCrNi MEA. Thus, under typical processing conditions, the SRO in CoCrNi MEA was either negligible or had no systematic measurable effect on the strength.

As it is difficult to measure and control the SRO and there is no mature theory to prove its strengthening effect, more related research needs to be carried out in this area.

**Lattice distortion**

Jian et al.\(^{[34]}\) investigated the role of LD and SRO in the nucleation and evolution of dislocations and nanotwins in single-crystal and nanocrystalline CoCrNi alloys. They showed that YSs were determined by the strain to nucleate the Shockley partial dislocations. Higher degrees of LD lowered this strain, while a higher level of SRO increased it. After yielding, due to the increased sliding resistance caused by LD and SRO, nucleation of the nanotwins occurred during the reactions of mobile Shockley partials. Tong et al.\(^{[36]}\) proposed that the SRO possibly caused a large LD in the CoCrNi alloy. Therefore, the influencing factors are not independent of each other.

**Heat treatment**

The most obvious effect of heat treatment on properties is hardening via annealing. Praveen et al.\(^{[77]}\) reported that the annealing-induced hardening in the CoCrNi alloy was due to the changes in dislocation density and grain boundary relaxation. The dislocation density decreased but the grain size did not change significantly, indicating that only recovery occurred. Since the dislocation source is not abundant in
nanocrystalline metals, deformation needs to be driven by a higher stress. The other reason is attributed to the changes in the grain boundary structure. The generation of dislocation from the relaxation is more difficult, which results in an increased resistance to the plastic deformation.

Schuh et al.\[78\] annealed the sample after high-pressure torsion (HPT) at 500 °C for 200 h and found that a minority phase was embedded in the FCC matrix. The phase showed an HCP structure. A possible reason could be the favorable segregation of Co that stacked the faults and led to a decrease in the SFE.

**Preparation method**

1. Additive manufacturing (AM): The alloys discussed above were as cast. In recent years, AM technology has been gradually used to prepare HEAs\[38,79-81\]. AM technology is more efficient and versatile and can directly prepare parts with complex structures. This preparation method is known to improve the strength of the alloys. The high YS of the as-built state alloy was derived from the combined effects of lattice friction stress, boundary strengthening and dislocation strengthening\[79\]. Interestingly, the SFE of the CoCrNi alloy prepared by AM was lower than the as-cast one\[38\]. Niu et al.\[80\] studied the effect of process parameters on the alloy and found that the sample density exhibited a non-monotonic relationship with the volume energy density (VED). The density initially increased, followed by a subsequent decrease, while the input VED gradually increased. The mean grain size and residual stress increased with an increasing VED, which produced more microcracks and deteriorated the tensile mechanical properties of the samples.

2. Powder metallurgy (PM): The PM process has been used for the densification of bulk alloys\[82\]. It reduces the internal defects of the alloys and improves their properties. On this basis, it has been proved that advanced composite materials can be produced using PM. It can be seen from Figure 7 that the YS of the alloys prepared by PM was greatly improved, exceeding that of the alloy prepared by AM.

Moravcik et al.\[83\] explored the mechanical properties of the CoCrNi alloy produced by mechanical alloying with subsequent spark plasma sintering (SPS). The alloy consisted of a major FCC phase (94.4%) and a minor fraction of the body-centered cubic (BCC) phase (5.6%). This was contrary to the single-phase alloy produced by the casting process, which is likely due to the different cooling kinetics.

**Textural evolution**

Sathiaraj et al.\[84\] investigated the textural evolution of the CoCrNi MEA during cold rolling. Up to intermediate rolling reductions, an α-fiber brass-type texture developed, which was characterized by the intensities between Goss and Brass and negligible intensities near Cu and S. A further heavy deformation strengthened this texture.

Slone et al.\[43\] correlated the nanoscale deformation mechanisms with the textural development. Almost all initial orientations rotated in the same direction to develop a strong <111> texture along the tensile axis, while the <001>-oriented grains remained stable. In contrast, a significant monotonical decrease of the <110> fiber was observed [Figure 8]. The role of deformation twins in the development of texture could be ignored as it was mainly driven by slip instead.

The effect of annealing on textures was also studied\[85-87\]. After annealing, the α-fiber textures were retained. The texture strength increased with increasing annealing temperature. The annealing temperature had little effect on the volume fraction of different texture components\[85\]. Although new orientations, BR, K, M and D, emerged through annealing the twins, the overall texture intensity was weak after annealing\[86,87\].
Figure 7. Comparison of tensile response of alloys prepared by different preparation methods\cite{27,28,38,39,79,82,83}.

Figure 8. Evolution of volume fraction of different texture components as a function of true strain\cite{43}.

DEFORMATION MECHANISMS
The deformation mechanisms of the CoCrNi alloy have been extensively studied. Through various characterization methods, the mechanisms at RT and CTs have been deciphered. However, the deformation
mechanism at high temperature has scarcely been reported.

**Deformation mechanism at RT**

The deformation at RT can be approximately divided into three stages, namely, the dislocation slip, deformation twin and phase transformation stages. In addition, some other structures appear in the deformation process, such as stacking faults and nanotwin-HCP lamellae. Recently, dual-phase transformations have also been found under large strain.

**Dislocation slip stage**

The initial stage plasticity is characterized by the glide of $1/2<110>$ dislocations dissociated into two $1/6<112>$ Shockley partials on $\{111\}$ planes with a stacking fault in between. The separation between the Shockley partials ranges from ~5 nm near the screw to ~11 nm near the edge\(^{[32]}\). These relatively wide dissociations hamper the cross-slip and promote the planar slip.

Due to the occurrence of a large number of stacking faults, the interaction between them is very frequent. Networks of extended and contracted nodes were observed in the CoCrNi alloy [Figure 9A]. Figure 9B shows the presence of the extended stacking faults on different $\{111\}$ planes that intersect each other. Stacking faults that are sheared during the deformation typically leave behind interfacial partial dislocations\(^{[88]}\). These interfacial dislocations can be mobile and their glide may lead to the thickening or thinning of stacking faults. Further interactions may lead to two intrinsic stacking faults forming on successive $\{111\}$ planes to first produce an extrinsic stacking fault and finally producing nanotwins when three or more intrinsic stacking faults form on successive $\{111\}$ planes.

**Deformation twin stage**

As the deformation progresses, the stress reaches the twin CRSS and the nanotwins are activated. Twinning promotes a high work hardening rate by introducing extra boundaries that act as barriers to the dislocation motion (dynamic Hall-Petch effect), which postpones the onset of necking and increases the ductility.

Through *in-situ* transmission electron microscopy (TEM), Zhang *et al.*\(^{[29]}\) found that a three-dimensional (3D) hierarchical twin network is formed within individual grains [Figure 10]. Remarkably, while the twin boundaries contribute to the strengthening by acting as a barrier to the dislocation motion, the interconnected twin boundaries in the 3D twin network can also generate significant ductility by offering multiple pathways for dislocation motion along the twin boundaries.

**Phase transformation stage**

At a higher deformation value, nanotwin-HCP lamellae form and become a predominant aspect of the substructure. The HCP laths formed are usually a few atomic layers thick and are located next to the FCC deformation twins\(^{[28]}\). Annular dark-field scanning TEM (ADF-STEM) was used to reveal the detailed features of the boundaries of the subgrain structures formed at larger plastic strains. Figure 11 shows the deformation substructure in the specimen tested at 25% true strain at RT. Figure 11B shows that HCP laths form, interspersed with the nanotwins, resulting in the nanotwin-HCP lamella. The HCP laths have the same orientation relationship with the matrix grain, with $(0001)_{\text{HCP}} || (111)_{\text{FCC}}$ and $[11-20]_{\text{HCP}} || [1-10]$ characteristically, share the same $\{111\}$ habit planes as the coherent boundaries of the nanotwins.

The high-angle ADF-STEM (HAADF-STEM) image in Figure 12A shows a complex nanotwin-HCP lamella in a specimen strained to 53% strain at RT. There are both well-developed multilayer HCP structures and local HCP stacking due to the slip of the single partial dislocations at twin boundaries.
Figure 9. Microstructural features observed prior to mechanical twinning. (A) Network of in-plane dislocations showing extended nodes and corresponding diffraction pattern. (B) Interactions of two families of stacking faults, where the stacking faults of the first family are edge-on (indicated by white arrowheads) and the stacking faults of the second family are close to in-plane (indicated by red arrowheads). The corresponding diffraction pattern shows streaks perpendicular to edge-on stacking faults[32].

Figure 10. Bright-field TEM image showing the hierarchical twinning architecture in a grain of CoCrNi. A grain boundary is marked by the white line near the top-left corner and the multiple twinning systems are labelled. Scale bar of 1 μm[39].
Figure 11. ADF-STEM imaging along a $<110>$ zone of a deformation substructure in the CoCrNi alloy after RT testing to a strain level of 25%. (A) Formation of subgrain deformation substructure. (B) Details of subgrain deformation structure. (C) Nanotwin lamellae. (D) Formation of narrow HCP structure within a nanotwin lamella. Thus, phase transformations could refine the grains and maintain large lattice rotations.

Atomic simulations by Niu et al. showed that mixed and edge dislocations were unable to penetrate the nanotwin-HCP lamellae and instead forced to shear along with those features. This distributed the stress concentrations and promoted large hardening rates and ductility.

Recently, Chen et al. found dual-phase transformations for a CoCrNi film. The dual-phase transformations stem from a unique capability of facile slip on the $\{111\}_{\text{FCC}}\parallel\{001\}_{\text{HCP}}$ planes in both the FCC and HCP phases of this alloy. Such dual-phase transformations can produce the intermediate HCP and FCC structures and their mixtures, enabling the facile plastic deformation and high ductility of the alloy. Dual-phase transformation was previously not observed in the bulk materials, which may be due to the lack of a detailed atomistic characterization of the structural evolution sequence or a lack of high stresses to overcome the energy barriers for the dual-phase transformation.
Deformation mechanism at CTs

The deformation mechanism at CTs is similar to the deformation mechanism at RT and can be divided into three stages. However, the massive cross-slip of the screw dislocations are found at CTs. A significant dislocation interaction was observed at the intersection of two slip systems, where the local stress concentration led to the activation of the new slip systems. This high frequency and density of the cross-slip resulted in a homogeneously distributed micro-slip inside the grains and promoted strain hardening. The extensive cross-slip activities and the subsequent dislocation multiplication and interactions was found to be related to the high strength during plastic deformation of the CoCrNi alloy at CTs. Another difference is that the volume fraction of the nanotwin-HCP lamella increased more rapidly with strain at CTs than at RT. This phenomenon explains the high strain hardening rate at CTs.

Furthermore, the effect of HCP nano-lamellae on the tensile response in the CoCrNi alloy was investigated by employing molecular dynamics simulations. Ma et al. found that the overall strengthening had two aspects: phase strengthening and extra interface strengthening. The interface strengthening was always stronger than the phase strengthening. The overall and interface strengthening increased with an increase in the lamellar width and a decrease in the interspacing. Because of the increase of lamellar width, the blocking ability of the dislocation slip was stronger and the density of the phase boundaries was higher when the interspacing was smaller, thus providing more barriers for the dislocation gliding in the other slip systems and resulting in higher strength.

STRENGTHENING METHODS

Like other metal materials, the most promising applications of HEAs are considered to be in the structural field. Therefore, abundant efforts have been focused on the study of their mechanical properties, particularly strength and ductility. It is well known that the mechanical properties of crystalline materials can be improved through modifying microstructures (such as grain size, dislocations and twins) and/or chemical structures (such as alloying). The optimization of microstructures can be realized by controlling the process of deformation and heat treatment. Modifying chemical structures can introduce elements with large atomic radii to produce precipitation or interstitial atoms to increase the lattice distortion. These
factors are not independent of each other. In fact, they are often interconnected. For example, the chemical and processing route directly affects the microstructure of the alloy.

**Optimizing microstructures**

**Defects**

Huang *et al.*[^90] tuned the formation of multiple lattice defects via SPS to strengthen the CoCrNi alloy. The as-SPS sample contains a high density of dislocation cells, small stacking faults, ultrafine nanotwins and Lomer-Cottrell locks.

Using torsion deformation, not only can the high dislocation density be produced, but also the gradient dislocation density. The high dislocation density and the high nanotwin volume fraction contribute to the high strength at the edge of the MEA bar. The low dislocation density and low nanotwin volume fraction lead to a good ductility in the center of the MEA bar. High strength and good ductility can be simultaneously achieved at a suitable gradient in the microstructure[^91].

In alloys with low SFE, the twins and HCP structures can also be designed for strengthening. The synergistic effect of the HCP lamellae structure and twins, including the nanotwins induced by an equal channel angular pressing at RT and the annealing twins induced by the post-deformation annealing at different temperatures, has been employed to obtain the desired mechanical properties[^92].

**Grain refinement**

Severe plastic deformation, followed by annealing, is an effective method to produce a microstructure with an ultrafine grain. The most common deformation method is rolling. However, HPT is needed to obtain more severe deformation, owing to its application of high hydrostatic compressive stress, thereby achieving high strain in the material without undesirable cracking.

Praveen *et al.*[^48] prepared a nanocrystalline CoCrNi alloy with a grain size of ~50 nm. Its UTS and TE were ~2.2 GPa and ~9%, respectively. Moreover, ultrafine-grained CoCrNi was fabricated by HPT, followed by annealing[^49]. The alloy exhibited superior cryogenic properties with a YS of ~2 GPa and a tensile strain of ~27%. It was found that the cryogenic YS of the ultrafine-grained sample increased by 67% compared to that of the coarse-grained sample.

**Heterogeneous structure**

Alloys with coarse grains exhibit insufficient strength, which is not conducive to their application in structural engineering. Refining the grain size to the nanoscale can elevate the strength at the expense of ductility. Recent research shows that tailoring the microstructures of alloys can optimize their mechanical performance.

Overcoming the strength-ductility trade-off in various metals and alloys, including bimodal[^93-96], heterogeneous lamella [Figure 13][^97] and gradient structures[^98-103], has been extensively studied. There is a dramatic difference in the strength between the different domains in these materials. The microstructures show significant heterogeneities. Thus, these materials can be considered as heterogeneous materials. Yoshida *et al.*[^100] demonstrated that the heterogeneous structure exhibited a better uniform elongation than the homogeneous structure. This strategy of alloy design has been utilized in HEAs to realize a superior combination of strength and ductility.
Figure 13. Microstructure of heterogeneous lamella Ti. (A) Electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD) image of initial coarse grain Ti. (B) and (C) TEM images showing nonuniform elongated lamellae in the central layer and nanograins in the top ~25 μm surface layer. (D) EBSD image of heterogeneous lamella Ti after partial recrystallization. (E) EBSD image of recrystallized grains larger than 1 μm. (F) Cross-sectional TEM image of recrystallized grain lamellae with two ultrafine-grained lamellae on two sides.

In complex composition alloys, the formation of multiple phases can provide heterogeneity. Multiple strengthening mechanisms (such as precipitation and twinning- and transformation-induced plasticity effects) operate simultaneously. However, single-phase FCC HEAs/MEAs can be subjected to the heterogeneity of multilevel grain structures to exhibit the properties achievable in multiphase heterogeneous alloys. The difference in the deformation behavior of recrystallized coarse, recrystallized fine and non-recrystallized grains can cause strain incompatibility. To accommodate the strain incompatibility between the soft and hard regions, geometrically necessary dislocations (GNDs) need to be generated. The dislocation movement becomes difficult because of the long-range stress caused by GNDs, resulting in the strengthening of the back stress. Back stress hardening has almost no contribution to the YS in single-phase homogeneous grains. However, it could be obvious in the heterogeneous grain structure in single-phase alloys with low SFE. Heterogeneous structures are usually obtained by annealing the heavily deformed alloys at low temperatures for a short time.

The deformation process in heterogenous materials can be divided into three stages, as shown in Figure 14. In stage I, both the soft and hard domains undergo elastic deformation. In stage II, the soft domains start to deform plastically, while the hard domains remain elastic. The soft domains cannot deform freely and need to deform compatibly with the neighboring hard domains. The plastic strain gradient can be generated due to the continuity of the strain at the domain boundaries. The strain gradient is accommodated by the GND. The soft domains can be enhanced, leading to an increase in the YS. In stage III, both the soft and hard domains deform plastically. However, the soft domains sustain much higher strain than the hard domains, which produces strain partitioning. As the strain partitioning increases, the back-stress strengthening plays a critical role in the deformation process, which prevents necking. Thus, the strength of heterogeneous materials can be increased without a serious loss of ductility.
Figure 14. Three deformation stages of heterogeneous materials\textsuperscript{[90]}.

The formation mechanism of the heterostructure in the CoCrNi MEA using TEM has been studied\textsuperscript{[10]}. Due to low SFE, numerous twins nucleated at the corner of the high-angle grain boundaries to produce nanograins. Short-time partial-recrystallized annealing and abundant thermal twinning then facilitated the heterogeneous structure with multiple grain sizes.

Through molecular dynamics simulations, Yuan \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{[51]} investigated the atomistic deformation mechanisms of tensile deformation in the CoCrNi MEA with heterogeneous grain structures. As described above, a high YS and large ductility can be achieved by strain partitioning and back stress developed during the yielding and subsequent plastic deformation. Interestingly, the strain partitioning is more obvious by increasing the grain size ratio between the coarse and fine grains. Wen \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{[50]} proposed that the macroscopic mechanical response of the heterogeneous microstructures can be treated as a rule-of-mixture composite of the as-rolled and fully recrystallized materials with a similar grain size.

Another typical heterogeneous structure is the gradient structure. To achieve the heterogeneous gradient structure, some researchers have adopted the ultrasonic surface rolling processing technique\textsuperscript{[50]}. The whole range of the gradient structure can be divided into three parts, namely, the severely deformed top surface, mediate transition and coarse grain matrix areas. Large numbers of slip bands intersect in the top surface area. Below the top surface area, the mediate transition area has a typical heterogeneous contrast of dislocation structures. The deepest part is the coarse grain matrix area, which is characterized by the obvious annealing twins. Compared with the coarse grain sample, the CoCrNi MEA with a heterogeneous gradient structure shows a four-fold increase in the YS, together with a considerable tensile strain to failure of ~58.7%.

\textbf{Alloying}

Alloying elements have a first-order effect on strength and ductility\textsuperscript{[11]}. In HEAs, adjusting one element may have profound effects on the mechanical properties. Researchers have optimized the properties by
controlling the types and contents of different elements.

**Substitutional elements (Al, Fe, Mo, W, Cu, Nb and Ti)**

Al has a significant impact on the alloy properties due to its large radius. The microstructure evolves from FCC to FCC and BCC and then to double BCC structures with an increase in the Al content\(^{[112-115]}\). This is accompanied by a decrease in Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio and an increase in the tensile YS and hardness\(^{[116]}\).

Hu et al.\(^{[52]}\) investigated the grain growth behavior of CoCrNi and CoCrNi-3Al alloys. The activation energies for the grain growth of CoCrNi and CoCrNi-3Al were found to be ~251 and ~219 kJ/mol, respectively, indicating that the addition of Al accelerated the grain growth due to the lower self-diffusion activation energy of Al.

The Al\(_{0.3}\)CoCrNi alloy can obtain a heterogeneous structure through simple thermomechanical processing\(^{[117]}\). This alloy exhibits a remarkable combination of YS (~945 MPa), UTS (~1230 MPa) and total elongation (~38%). This can be attributed to the synergetic mechanism of the grain refinement, precipitation strengthening, heterogenous structure and nanoscale deformation twins. The alloy also exhibits excellent CT mechanical properties\(^{[118]}\).

Fe is a widely used alloy element. Its atomic radius is similar to that of Co, Cr and Ni with a difference < 0.8%. Tong et al.\(^{[36]}\) quantitatively analyzed the lattice distortion of CoCrNi and CoCrFeNi alloys. They found that the local LD in CoCrFeNi was much lower than that in the CoCrNi alloy\(^{[36]}\). The relatively large local LD in CoCrNi was possibly caused by the SRO. In contrast, the stacking fault energy of the CoCrFeNi alloy at RT was 32.5 mJ/m\(^2\)\(^{[119]}\), which was higher than that of the CoCrNi alloy (22 mJ/m\(^2\)\(^{[32]}\)). Based on the above two aspects, the strengthening effect of Fe was not obvious in the CoCrNi alloy.

The activation energy for the grain growth of the CoCrNi-3Mo alloy calculated by Hu et al.\(^{[52]}\) was 368 kJ/mol, which is higher than the value of 251 kJ/mol obtained for CoCrNi. This shows that the addition of Mo retards the grain growth. Moreover, the SFE of the Mo-doped alloy at 0 K was equivalent to that of the CoCrNi alloy\(^{[120]}\). The σ phase is precipitated after the Mo element becomes supersaturated\(^{[121-123]}\). Chang et al.\(^{[123]}\) obtained a heterogeneous banded precipitation using compositional inhomogeneity, which improves the strength and ductility synchronously compared to the conventional structure with the σ phase formed at the grain boundaries.

In addition to casting, a Mo-coated CoCrNi mixed powder was designed and synthesized by a coating method, followed by calcination and reduction processes. Although the strength was improved in this process, the ductility was sharply reduced\(^{[124]}\).

It was observed that the heterogeneity in the chemical distribution increases by doping with a trace amount of W\(^{[53]}\). Figure 15 shows the strain maps of the CoCrNi-3W and CoCrNi alloys. The atomic-scale lattice strain in CoCrNi-3W was more severe. The tensile and compressive strain fields alternated, which resulted in atomic-scale lattice strain fluctuations. This produced a high density of pinning points to resist the dislocation glide.

Due to the addition of W, the recrystallized behavior of the alloy was retarded. The activation energy of alloys increased dramatically, indicating slow grain coarsening kinetics. Thus, the grain refinement contributed to the YS to a significant extent with an increase in the W content\(^{[125,126]}\).

The addition of Cu is also a common strengthening method but it does not usually become uniformly distributed in the matrix. Due to the tendency of the positive mixing enthalpy of Cu with other elements, the addition of Cu induces a phase separation phenomenon, causing the formation of a secondary phase.

The effects of Cu on the microstructure and recrystallization behavior have been investigated recently. The Cu addition caused a phase separation, resulting in the formation of Cu-lean FCC1 and Cu-rich FCC2 phases. Compared with the Cu-lean phase, the Cu-rich phase exhibited a low hardness. This allowed most of the plastic deformation to be accommodated by the Cu-rich phase. Moreover, the Cu-rich phase tends to be extensively recrystallized than the Cu-lean phase.

The addition of Nb into the CoCrNi matrix leads to the formation of a Laves phase with a HCP structure. CoCrNiNbₓ alloys evolve from hypoeutectic (0 < x < 0.4) to eutectic (x = 0.4) and then hypereutectic (x > 0.4) with an increment in the Nb content. An increase in the Laves phase causes the hardness and compression YS to increase and the compression fracture strain to decrease.

Ti is usually used to design low-density alloys. 3D nanolattices have recently emerged as an effective strategy to achieve high strength at low density. Feng et al. fabricated CoCrNiTiₓ MEA-coated nanolattices that exhibit unprecedented surface wrinkling under compression.

Interstitial elements (B, C, N and Si)
Shi et al. studied the micromechanical behavior of B doping in the CoCrNi alloy by in-situ high-energy X-ray diffraction. It was found that B doping of the CoCrNi alloy resulted in an obvious partial recrystallization and significant refinement of the grain size.

A CoCrNi/B composite was prepared by mechanical alloying and SPS. This processing method greatly refined the grains. The composite produced 11 vol.% of a Cr₅B₃ boride phase, thereby possessing high strength values, surpassing a UTS of 1400 MPa and a tensile elongation of 1.86%.
Shang et al.\cite{58} found that the addition of C increased the dislocation density of the alloy. The dislocation substructures were refined and the stress concentration caused by the planar slip was weakened. Meanwhile, C doping increased the SFE of the alloy, delayed the nucleation of the deformation twins and decreased the thickness of the twin bundles.

Due to the high affinity between C and Cr, the alloys with high C contents could generate nanosized $M_\text{23}C_\text{6}$ carbides. C also retarded the recrystallization kinetics of the alloy by decorating the grain boundaries and hindering the interfacial motion through carbides that were formed during the recrystallization process. Therefore, solution, grain refinement and precipitation strengthening were found to play a simultaneous role in the CoCrNi alloy\cite{129}.

In some steels, interstitial N doping was more advantageous than C doping due to its higher solubility and slower kinetics in the formation of nitrides compared to the formation of carbides\cite{130-132}. N doping was found to be a cost-effective method to improve the mechanical properties of conventional alloys. Thus, the effect of N addition in HEA systems is certainly worthy of further study.

The effect of 0.5 at.% interstitial N on the CoCrNi alloy was investigated in an earlier report\cite{59}. The alloy exhibited a single-phase FCC lattice structure without nitrides. The addition of N increased the YS by 24%-33%, while maintaining the same tensile ductility. Moravcik et al.\cite{59} attributed the strengthening effect to the increment in the elastic misfit and the associated dislocation interaction strength.

Some researchers have subjected the molten alloy to a N\textsubscript{2} atmosphere for N addition\cite{133,134}. N\textsubscript{2} gas was flowed for 24 h to saturate the alloy homogenously. The formation of Cr\textsubscript{2}N precipitates results from the stronger affinity and higher solubility of N in Cr than in Co and Ni. The Cr\textsubscript{2}N precipitates were observed to be semi-coherent with the FCC matrix. Thus, it hindered the grain growth via the Zener pinning pressure. It was also investigated that lower annealing temperatures with a large fraction of fine-sized Cr\textsubscript{2}N resulted in a higher Zener pinning pressure\cite{134}. Apart from improving the mechanical properties, the addition of N also improved the corrosion resistance of the alloy\cite{135}.

Si is a lightweight and an inexpensive element. It can improve the mechanical properties of the alloys, such as the wear, corrosion and oxidation resistance, hardness and thermal stability. Unlike the addition of C and N elements, the addition of Si promoted the recrystallization rate and accelerated the growth of the grains on heating the alloy specimens. However, the specific reasons remain unknown. The thermodynamic model proves that the SFE in the alloys decreases with increasing Si addition. Thus, compared with the CoCrNi MEA, the Si-doped alloys exhibited a more concentrated and thinner distribution of deformation twins and multiple twinning structures [Figure 16]\cite{60}. Both the strength and elongation of the alloys were found to be significantly improved with this strategy.

Yi et al.\cite{136} found that as-cast Si\textsubscript{0.3}CoCrNi and Si\textsubscript{0.4}CoCrNi alloys exhibited dual FCC-phase structures. The Si-rich FCC phase located between the dendrites and increased the compression YS.

The addition of Si also improved the helium irradiation resistance of the alloy. The helium bubble growth tends to be delayed as Si was introduced\cite{137}. It occurs via several interconnected mechanisms. Firstly, the high concentration of Si in the matrix accelerated the diffusion of vacancies, leading to lower vacancy supersaturation and delayed bubble growth. Secondly, the addition of Si enhanced the chemical disorder. It was found that increasing the compositional complexity and reducing the energy dissipation pathway results in the inhibition of the accumulation of point defects and reduces the damage caused by irradiation.
Thirdly, the lattice distortion caused by the introduction of Si atoms also played an important role in the helium irradiation resistance.

**Compound addition of multiple alloying elements**

The effects of multiple alloying elements on the CoCrNi alloy are exhibited in three aspects: precipitation strengthening; grain refinement; thermal stability. The strengthening mechanisms are not independent of each other and may work simultaneously.

1. Precipitation strengthening: The composite addition of Al and Ti was first studied for the destabilization of the supersaturated FCC into the L1₂ and σ phases. The dominating phases of the alloys changed from
FCC + L1₂ to FCC + L1₂ + σ and then to FCC + σ + L2, as the Al and Ti concentrations increased[136]. A small amount of Al and Ti was added into the CoCrNi MEA to introduce the coherent precipitates[136-144]. Discontinuous precipitation colonies were observed along the grain boundaries. However, a continuous precipitation was observed in the inner grain. The spherical particles were uniformly distributed in the matrix. A combination of a YS of 2 GPa and a tensile uniform elongation of 13% was achieved[141]. This is by far the best strength-ductility combination that this type of alloy can achieve. There were no deformation twins in the CoCrNi-AlTi alloys during deformation. Slone et al.[63] revealed the microscopic mechanism of the Al inhibiting twinning formation.

In addition to the CoCrNi-AlTi alloy, the CoCrNi-AlMo[142] and CoCrNi-NbV[143] alloys also exhibited an improvement in their properties by precipitation strengthening.

(2) Grain refinement: As widely acknowledged, the cast alloys exhibits a coarse and anisotropic solidification microstructure with grains aligned along the heat-flow direction. This produces a bulky columnar structure outside and a relatively small region of coarse equiaxed grains in the center, resulting in inferior mechanical properties. In order to improve the performance of the as-cast alloy, Liu et al.[144] successfully changed the grain shape (from columnar to equiaxed) and refined the grain size through Ti and C microalloying. The columnar to equiaxed transition resulted in a strong mutual affinity of Ti and C, leading to their build-up ahead of the solid-liquid interface, thereby enhancing the constitutional undercooling.

Zhang et al.[145] found that Al/Ta co-doping significantly refined the average equiaxed grain size. This implies slower grain coarsening kinetics in the Al/Ta co-doping alloys, since large Al/Ta atoms hinder the grain boundary migration during recrystallization.

(3) Thermal stability: The introduction of coherent precipitates also allows the CoCrNi alloy to be used in high-temperature fields[146-149]. An et al.[148] studied the effect of Al, Ti and Ta on the CoCrNi MEA. The composite addition not only promoted the γ′ precipitation but also increased the stability of the γ′ phase. Zhao et al.[149] studied the thermal stability of the γ′ nanoparticles. The coherent precipitates exhibited a sluggish coarsening behavior. Furthermore, the precipitate/matrix interfacial energy was reasonably small with a value of ~4 mJ·m⁻². The diffusion coefficient of the alloy was one order of magnitude smaller than that of a conventional superalloy at the same temperature. Therefore, the excellent thermal stability of the nanoparticles was due to either the small interfacial energy or the combined effect of the slow diffusion and small interfacial energy.

Table 1 summarizes the RT tensile properties of the CoCrNi-based MEAs after alloying. Moreover, Figure 17 summarizes the mechanical properties of the CoCrNi-based MEAs obtained by different strengthening methods. A wider range of mechanical properties could be obtained by alloying. By modifying the microstructures of the alloys, better combinations of strength and ductility can be produced.

**OTHER MECHANICAL PROPERTIES**

**Dynamic shear properties**

The strength-ductility trade-off often occurs under quasi-static conditions. In this regard, it is necessary to study the experiments under dynamic shear conditions. Hopkinson bar experiments were used to study the dynamic shear behavior under impact shear loading[64]. The CoCrNi alloy shows superior dynamic shear properties over other metals and alloys investigated so far [Figure 18]. This could be attributed to the dynamic grain refinement, deformation twins and interactions between dislocations and twin boundaries.
Table 1. Tensile properties of CoCrNi-based MEA at RT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Alloy</th>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>YS (MPa)</th>
<th>UTS (MPa)</th>
<th>TE (%)</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Al</td>
<td>CoCrNi-3Al</td>
<td>FCC</td>
<td>342</td>
<td>790</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>[52]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al&lt;sub&gt;0.3&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>CoCrNi-3Mo</td>
<td>FCC</td>
<td>945 ± 26</td>
<td>1230 ± 11</td>
<td>37.5 ± 0.5</td>
<td>[117]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>CoCrNi-3W</td>
<td>FCC</td>
<td>1000.0</td>
<td>1300.0</td>
<td>38.0</td>
<td>[53]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>CoCrNi-3W</td>
<td>FCC</td>
<td>352 ± 2</td>
<td>810 ± 6</td>
<td>65 ± 3</td>
<td>[125]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>CoCrNi-B8000</td>
<td>FCC</td>
<td>940</td>
<td>1170</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>[57]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>CoCrNi-0.5N</td>
<td>FCC</td>
<td>1052 ± 22</td>
<td>703 ± 5</td>
<td>66.9 ± 1.2</td>
<td>[59]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AITi</td>
<td>CoCrNi-0.5AlTi</td>
<td>FCC</td>
<td>638</td>
<td>1050</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>[133]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AlMo</td>
<td>CoCrNiAl</td>
<td>FCC</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>841</td>
<td>67.1</td>
<td>[137]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NbV</td>
<td>CoCrNiNb</td>
<td>FCC</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>961 ± 7</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>[141]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AlTa</td>
<td>CoCrNiAl</td>
<td>FCC</td>
<td>595 ± 21</td>
<td>998 ± 2</td>
<td>52 ± 4</td>
<td>[145]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MEA: Medium-entropy alloy; RT: room temperature; YS: yield stress; UTS: ultimate tensile stress; TE: transmission electron; FCC: face-centered cubic.

At CTs, the grain refinement efficiency was higher, as was the density of twins, stacking faults, Lomer-Cottrell locks and phase transformations. Therefore, the dynamic shear properties were more prominent at CTs.

Creep

Creep is a fundamental high-temperature property and is an important parameter for evaluating the safety and reliability of workpieces. Although the CoCrNi MEA has excellent performance at RT and CTs, its creep behavior has not been studied systematically so far.
Figure 17. Mechanical properties of CoCrNi-based alloys obtained by different strengthening methods. The gray area covers the alloys strengthened by modifying the microstructures. The dark blue area covers the alloys strengthened by optimizing the chemical composition ([49,50,52,53,57,59,60,90-92,105,107,108,110,115,117,120,123,129,133,141,142]).

Xie et al. [62] investigated the tensile creep behavior of the CoCrNi MEA in a temperature range of 973-1073 K. Dislocation climb and lattice diffusion were found to be the dominant creep deformation mechanisms for this alloy. Cr-rich precipitates were observed along the grain boundaries in the fractured samples, indicating that the alloy decomposed during the high-temperature creep test. The uniaxial creep behavior of CoCrNi and other HEAs has not been extensively studied and many questions remain unanswered.

Fracture toughness

A structural component in service may fracture in three basic modes, i.e., mode I opening, mode II in-plane shear and mode III out-of-plane shear, and their combinations [111]. According to reports, at RT and liquid nitrogen temperature, the mode I fracture toughness of some FCC HEAs was comparable to that of the best stainless steels [6,27]. In-situ tensile tests at liquid nitrogen temperature of the CoCrNi alloy showed that a plastic zone exists in the vicinity of the crack tip, where the distorted deformation twins and dislocations offer additional strengthening mechanisms, and therefore the crack propagation is postponed [44].

Yang et al. [65] investigated the impact toughness of the CoCrNi alloy at liquid helium temperature. The deformation activities and defect interactions were intensified by the high driving stresses and impact rate. A large number of primary and secondary twins were continuously embedded in the microstructure upon dynamic loading. This produced a large plastic deformation in the wide plastic zone ahead of the crack tip, causing work hardening and relieving local high stresses. Thus, it delayed the major shear band formation for crack propagation.

Wu et al. [159] revealed the presence of shear bands (SBs) under impact loading [Figure 19]. When the SBs emerged, two types of secondary nano-twins formed around the developing SB. One type was in front of each advancing SB. The SB cuts through these nano-twins and often terminates there. The other type was formed inside the SBs, strengthening the SBs to reduce the tendency of micro-void nucleation in SBs and to
Figure 18. Shear stress-shear displacement curves of various microstructures at (A) RT and (B) CT. Shear stress-nominal shear strain curves of various microstructures for the experiments conducted at (C) RT and (D) CT. (E) Uniform dynamic shear strain vs. dynamic shear YS for the present MEA, along with data for other metals and alloys. (F) Impact shear toughness vs. dynamic shear YS for the present MEA, along with data for other metals and alloys [64, 150-158]. MEA: Medium-entropy alloy; RT: room temperature; YS: yield stress; CT: cryogenic temperatures.

Figure 19. (A) Scanning electron microscopy image showing deformation features around the tip of the main crack (labeled by C) in a Charpy V-notch sample after A_k testing at RT. (B) Close-up view showing the emission of SBs from the crack tip. Note the presence of a micro-void (labeled by v) on the advancing path of the SB [159]. SBs: Shear bands; RT: room temperature.
delay the evolution from SBs into cracks. This self-toughening can reduce the void formation and crack propagation.

**SUMMARY AND PROSPECTS**

The CoCrNi alloy is a classical MEA with a single-phase FCC structure. Due to its low SFE, the alloy shows excellent comprehensive mechanical properties at RT and CTs. There has been extensive research on the mechanical properties of this alloy. Whether at RT or CTs, the deformation process of the alloy was mainly divided into three stages, namely, the dislocation, twinning and phase transformation stages. Compared with RT, the twins were activated at lower strain and the volume fraction of the HCP phase was higher at CTs.

A multitude of factors influenced the strength and ductility of the CoCrNi alloy, such as CRSS, SFE, SRO, LD, preparation methods and processing routes. Thus, the CoCrNi alloy could be strengthened by modifying its microstructure and/or chemical structure. The microstructure could be modified in the scale range from crystal defects to grains, such as increasing the dislocation density, refining grains and forming heterogeneous structures. The optimization of the chemical structure was achieved by alloying. Precipitation and solution strengthening significantly improved the strength of the CoCrNi alloy by adding or doping substitutional elements and interstitial elements or even by the compound addition of multiple elements.

The CoCrNi alloy also showed an excellent performance in the dynamic shear test and the impact fracture toughness, surpassing all alloys reported so far. In addition to the mechanical properties, the physical properties need to be paid attention to by researchers. The new generation of materials requires the integration of structure and function. Therefore, under the condition of maintaining appropriate strength, the future development direction of the CoCrNi alloy can shift to functionality. The composition and microstructure of the alloy can be designed to make the alloy with optimized functions, such as high temperature stability and excellent resistance to oxidation and seawater corrosion.
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